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I n s t r u c t i o n s  t o  a u t h o r s

Papers should be submitted in English with an English  abstract (max.20 lines). Submission of an article is
understood to imply that the article is original and  unpublished and is not currently being considered for
publication elsewhere. Publishing in other world language  German, French, or in Czech depends upon the decision
of  the editorial board.

Manuscript length should not exceed 10 pages. Only in the  case of papers of  extreme importance the editorial
board  may decide about an extension.

Text will be submitted on floppy disks written in any of  the more frequently used word processing programs (Word,
Word Perfect, AmiPro, WinWord 2.0, T 602 etc.) and supplied  with 2 copies (one original) of each technical paper,
accompanied by a list of references, a list of figure and  table captions.

Paragraphs should not be indented. Titles and subtitles  are considered as separate paragraphs. Enter should be used
only for terminating a paragraph. Do not use column format  and hyphenation. Use standard font only, except for
superscript and subscript. After a punctuation mark a blank  space follows.

Tables should be on separate sheets and they must be  reproducible.

All illustrations should be given separately (in two sets)  and numbered according to their sequence in the text.
Each  illustration should be identified on the reverse side by  its number and the name of the author. References
should be  made in the text to each figure. Where a figure or photo is  to be placed, write Fig. No. in the margin
of the main  text. Fold-outs can only be accepted in exceptional cases,  at the author's expense. Bar scales should
be used only.  Maps should include coordinates.

The journal is issued in A4 format and text is set up in  two columns. This should be taken into account when
preparing the figures.

Sharp, black-and-white photos are acceptable. Size  reduction should be kept in mind. Color illustrations can  be
included, inversion - color slides, or diafilm 6 x 6 or  in format confirmed by the Editor.

References should be given in the standard form to be  found in this journal. Each quotation should be written  and
numbered separately, in English alphabetical order in  this succession: Surname, first name of the author(s),  title
of the paper, publishing house (place of publishing),  year of publishing, number of pages.
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